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News from the administration

Defenses
Fernando Chaguaceda: Friday the 3th April at 13:00 in Friessalen
Title: Bottom-up and top-down regulation of heterogeneous lake food webs
Opponent: Dr. Blake Matthews, Eawag
Work permit - shorter processing time
From now on, the routine for applying for a work permit has changed since UU has become a certified employer at the Migration Board. This means shorter processing time and that the application
is made by HR at the department (Jenny Lundh and Annette Berger). When the needed information and documents is complete HR sends the material to IFSS which sends the application to the
Migration Board. Note: Another routine applies to applications regarding residence permits for
doctoral students and visiting researchers. Read more.
Lingmerths travel agency – a new agreement for travel agency services from 2020
A new agreement for travel agency services is signed with Lingmerths, valid from 2020. News is
that you can book your business trip with the Cytric App.
Insurance on a business travel – what you get when you book via Lingmerths
When you book your trip using the contracted travel agency, Lingmerths, an insurance policy from
Modern Insurance (Moderna försäkringar) Diners CLUB TAC is also included. This policy covers
accidents, compensation for delays, cancellation protection and deductible coverage in the event of
damage to your car or residence while you are away. In addition to purchases made through Lingmerths, the insurance also applies with taxi agreement, invoice purchases with SJ, Hertz and Avis,
and hotels within Sweden via the Swedish State agreement. Read more.

Teaching during coronavirus

Bob Muscarella has created a group on Medarbetarportalen called ”Teaching during coronavirus”.
The group is for sharing/discussing strategies and tools for rapidly switching to an online-only format, and for discussing the situation with respect to the UU/EBC context and also more broadly.
You can find it by navigating to the ”Groups” section of Medarbetarportalen, click the ”Find groups”
link, search for ”Teaching during Coronavirus”, and then join, or by contacting Bob Muscarella directly.

News from the Head of the Department

Living through the coronavirus pandemic is challenging in many ways. Things change rapidly, and
a monthly newsletter is not the best way to update - so, check your e-mail, and check updates at
mp.uu.se! However, some general thoughts:
• We should keep up the work as far as possible within the circumstances. At present (20 March,
and this may change rapidly), this means that teaching continues but using distance learning, and
other work is encouraged to be done from home when possible. Students doing individual courses
(in particular those working on a degree project) can visit campus when necessary, just like other
personnel. This is the current judgment at IEG (and most of UU science and technology) - we consider risks of working in our research labs to be similar regarding a student and a researcher. In cases
where you are unsure what is best to do, contact your supervisor, program head, or me.
• The restrictions on travel and on physical meetings are a difficult but necessary limitation - to
meet frequently in seminars and discussions, within the department, with visiting colleagues, and as
visitors at other universities is important for academic work. A lot of our work also builds on field
work requiring us to travel. Most probably we will live with the restrictions for quite some time, and
most importantly we need to contribute to whatever helps to slow down the spread of the virus.
• To make it easier to get through a period with limited face-to-face contacts, it is important to
still keep in touch. I encourage everyone to do so, using zoom, chats, etc. Obviously, if you are a
supervisor or responsible for personnel, you have to keep in touch with those you are responsible
for - as always.
• Share any ideas and initiatives to keep up the social connections (we have already seen ”Friday
Pub by Zoom” and ”Virtual fika”!) - this will be highly appreciated!
• On the positive side, once this pandemic has faded away, we have gained a lot of experience on
how to work efficiently with less travel, fewer flights, and more efficient use of meeting time. With
or without the coronavirus, reducing air travel is a pressing issue we need to face.
Thank you all for responsible and creative ways of handling this new and challenging situation. I
hope you all stay safe!

New publications

Per Alström has published a paper outlining a comprehensive phylogeny and taxonomic evaluation
of the waxbills (Aves: Estrildidae). The university also published a press release about the study.

Red-cheeked Cordon-bleu, in Kenya. Photo: Per Alström

IEG flights

The travel agency Lingmerths has provided some flight statistics for IEG from 2016 to 2019.

Grant deadlines extended

The deadlines for grant applications to Swedish Research Council and Formas grants have been
extended due to the new coronavirus. The new deadline for the Swedish Research Council is April
7 and the new deadline for Formas is April 14. Read more at the Swedish Research Council and
Formas.

The versatility of Zoom
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We need to adapt to the coronavirus pandemic, but the tradition of regular coffee breaks is not
negotiable. Here is a report from the limnology virtual fika last Wednesday. The usual gossip took
place - topics included the taste of coffee, someone’s cat, and even the king was mentioned.

Scifest 2020

On March 5-7, the science festival Scifest was held at Fyrisov. The festival is a collaboration between Uppsala University and SLU. Between March 5 and 6, the festival was open for schools and
on March 7 for the general public. People from IEG had a mushroom station, a biodiversity station,
Professor Vatten which had water experiments and we had people educating the public about microbial resistance. Photos by Johan Edin and Per Alström.

